
‘Always be searching’ – rehearsing Another Place 

 

Another Place is the latest piece from writer DC Moore, a Theatre Royal Plymouth 

production being performed in the Drum from 6th – 22nd November 2014. An 

unsettling triptych exploring the possibilities and challenges of space travel, Another 

Place is equally concerned with the future of our planet and the people and places 

we might one day be forced to abandon – indeed, the play opens not in space but on 

Crosby Beach, among the sculptures of Antony Gormley which give the play its title. 

This collection of 100 life-size figures cast in iron from the artist’s own body is spread 

along 3 kilometres of foreshore, some statues fully exposed whilst others are buried 

knee or waist deep in the sand. As the tide comes in, the statues are covered to a 

greater or lesser extent by the sea but their gaze remains steadfastly focussed on the 

horizon, and this unblinking stare outwards mirrors the play’s unwavering 

concentration on what the future might hold for our species and the rock we call 

home. 

 

This focus on the fate of mankind and the planet meant that in pre-production and 

the first week of rehearsals the team spent a lot of time discussing what the UK and 

the rest of the world might be like in 10, 20, or 30 years’ time. Clues are scattered 

through the script – and we had the luxury of having the playwright with us in the 

rehearsal room to answer questions – but we also compiled lots of research to help 

give us a clearer idea of what economic, political and environmental changes might 

have occurred between now and 2024, when the first part is set. Websites such as 

futuretimeline.net use contemporary research to intelligently speculate what the 

next global crisis will be and when it will strike; our biggest challenge was reconciling 

conflicting data from a variety of convincing sources to create a cohesive picture of 

the world climate over the next few decades. To aid us we drew up a list of ‘future 

facts’ which we stuck on the rehearsal room wall – these ranged from the everyday 

(‘A pint of milk costs £5’) to the international (‘the EU has collapsed’) and, whilst 

none of this information made it into the dialogue, it provided context for the actors 

against which they could develop their performances. 

 

Research was not limited to written material – writer Dave recommended a host of 

books and documentaries, and the latter proved especially useful in giving us an 

insight into the lives of individuals working in the fields of physics, exploration and 

space travel. A number of the characters in the play have jobs related to science and 

watching Particle Fever (2013), which follows the first-round of experiments being 

conducted by experimental physicists with the Large Hadron Collider in Geneva, gave 

us a greater understanding of the pressures of being at the forefront of scientific 

innovation. Similarly useful were the documentaries Touching the Void (2003), which 

recounts the true story of two climbers’ disastrous attempt to climb Siula Grande in 

the Peruvian Andes, and In the Shadow of the Moon (2007), a collection of 

interviews with the NASA astronauts who took part in the Apollo moon missions. We 

also watched a pair of science fiction films, Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) 

and Tarkovsky’s Solaris (1972) – each in their own way considers the psychological 

challenges of space travel and provided us with a plethora of ideas we were able to 



bring back to the rehearsal room, colouring not only our discussions about the play 

and its performances, but also the sound, lighting and set design. 

 

The staging for Another Place recognises the play’s triadic structure, with the playing 

space physically transforming as the story moves from the first part to the second 

and then on to the third, and each part having its own vocabulary of lighting and 

sound. Both the designer (Garance Marneur) and the director (Jo McInnes) talked 

throughout the process about the need to create three distinct landscapes for the 

piece to unfold in and during rehearsals we spent a lot of time considering these 

landscapes and how the characters might exist within them. Rob Heaps and Robert 

Lonsdale, who play Paul and Daniel, journeyed up to Crosby one blustery Tuesday to 

see the statues and returned with an empiric understanding which gave their 

performances from that point onwards a greater specificity and truthfulness. 

Location trips were never going to be possible for Parts II and III because of where 

they are set; however, Part II in particular is concerned with the development of 

ever-more-absorbing virtual realities, and Garance spoke to us in detail about her 

experience trialling software which allows the user to journey through an 

environment created and transformed by his or her own consciousness. Wearing a 

pair of hi-tech spectacles, she moved through a virtual environment which shifted 

appearance in response to the mental, physical and emotional signals gave off – in 

effect, allowing her to create the landscape she saw in front of her with her body. 

Her recollection of taking off the glasses after what she thought was 20 minutes and 

realising hours and hours had passed brought home to us to power this kind of 

software already has – and only the next day we saw a news story reporting the first 

recorded case of a person being treated for Google Glass addiction.  

 

The setting for Part III is less earthbound again, and so Jo made the decision to 

approach the scene technically. The focus when working on this final section was 

always on the human connection between the characters, rather than the 

extraordinary situation we find them in – as Jo pointed out, it’s not the actors’ 

responsibility to play the (in this case, fantastic) context but instead to find the truth 

of the characters’ wants and desires, which can be the same whether a scene takes 

place in a café or at the bottom of the sea. When working on all three sections, Jo 

avoided prescribing movement or tone to the actors, attempting instead to help 

them search for the life underneath the scene – that is, the deeper emotional 

currents which run through each character and drive their interactions with one 

another. This located and understood holistically, the actors are then free to make 

fresh choices in each performance, secure in the knowledge they are remaining true 

to the characters the playwright has written. 

 

To help the actors achieve this, Jo set up a number of exercises designed to allow 

them to connect both with the other performers in the scene and their own 

character’s drives and impulses. These exercises were usually physical in nature, 

promoting full embodiment of character and avoiding head-bound or over-thought 

performances; examples include having two actors play a scene whilst pushing 

against one another’s palms (forcing them to engage with the presence of their 

partner) or playing a scene whilst sparring using boxing gloves and pads (again, 



removing them from their heads and forcing them to connect words and body). Less 

obviously physical exercises, such as playing an entire scene whilst lying down and 

maintaining eye contact, had similar objectives whilst also encouraging the actors to 

properly listen to each other – whilst this might seem a simple skill to master, there’s 

a great difference onstage between appearing to listen and the muscular act of 

listening with your whole body, with the latter bringing even mundane scenes into 

sharp focus and rooting the most fantastical of scenarios. Similarly, Jo spoke on a 

number of occasions to the actors about the benefits of performing from ‘the cave’ – 

that is, the space deep inside each of us where our most private hopes, fears and 

desires reside. Being brave enough to draw on the cave in front of an audience can 

create moments of immense truth and beauty, ensuring a humanity runs through all 

the way through a play which ends many miles from Earth. 

 

Working as Assistant Director on Another Place has reminded me of the importance 

of continuing to search – for options, possibilities, alternative answers – right the 

way through the rehearsal process. When I first met Jo and Dave they were both 

insistent that there should be no sacred cows in the rehearsal room – everything was 

up for discussion, from the script to character and staging choices right through to 

the pre-show music. Even when production week arrived Jo encouraged the actors 

and creative team to hold their nerves and keep making new discoveries, and now 

the play has opened this work is starting to pay off through performances which are 

rooted in the detailed work we did in the rehearsal room but robust enough to 

change and grow as the play moves forward, into the future. 

 

Phil Bartlett 

Assistant Director, Another Place 


